


BIG BOUNCERS is an artistic collective formed by the choreogra-
phers Cecilia Colacrai, Anna Rubirola and Mireia de Querol

In their performances for no-conventional spaces, proposes a 
work centered in the relation between the movement, the word 
and the space.

The specificity that offers each space where they present the 
work, its history and context, serves as a starting point to deploy 
an imaginary on which a specific creation is build.
 
The research is focused in the chosen space, and more pre-
cisely around its origins. The collective looks into its history, its 
transformation, its diverse uses, the people that have inhabited 
it, its function in the community, its influence in the surroundings 
and vice versa, and also in anecdotes and personal memories, 
important events, etc.

From all the material found in the research, the collective does 
compilation that serves of basic material to develop the crea-
tion, and is the source of inspiration to initiate the composition.



THE PIECE 

Big Bounce - Site Specific proposes a game that plays with time and the 
possible futures that appear from a same origin. The performance plays 
with all what is possible, from the imaginary inspired by a common space, 
translating it into bodies that transform, modify, are replaced, comple-
mented, etc.

Taking the theme of origin as a starting point, they inquired on the past and 
future of this origin and they ask: Where do we start counting to identify an 
origin? What possible futures can be derived from the same source? How 
we can deduce different backgrounds from a particular point of depar-
ture? 

They work on the potential of gesture, body and action, revealing the con-
sequences implied in every action. We want to question the timing of the 
action: the fact of stopping the movement, making it backwards, making 
temporal ellipses and altering its trajectory within a temporal logic.
 

We want to modify the linear perception of time and its global understanding 
within the piece, using the idea of big bounce (Big Bounce) to build a scenic 
structure that plays going forward and backward in time, and which propos-
es different beginnings and different possible ends within itself, and at the 
same time is used as a strategy to trace a chronology in regard to the past 
and the possible future of the space on which we work.

On the other hand, we question the meaning that we give to the forms and 
physical shapes, splitting them of their abstract condition, giving them differ-
ent meanings. We want to offer to the viewer the possibility to read the same 
physical shape or action from different points of view, covering a wide range 
that goes from the most concrete and objective reading, to the most imag-
inative; waking up the potential for imagination and freedom of interpreta-
tion.

In this piece we work with the word in juxtaposition with the movement. We 
use the word mainly to name everything that is happening, to the gesture or 
to the body. This helps us to introduce the idea of giving different readings 
or meanings to a same shape or action, and at the same time it allows us to 
introduce the theme of the history and the memories lived in this concrete 
space.



BIG BOUNCE SITE SPECIFIC PRODUCCIONS

CASA ELIZALDE
Barcelona, 20/02/2013.

MUSEU D’ART DE CERDANYOLA, 
Cerdanyola del Vallès, 8/06/2018

MACBA. EL MACBA ÉS VIU, 
Barcelona, 26/10/2013 i 22/02/2014
VÍDEO: https://vimeo.com/91418774
             password: bigbouncesitemb

FESTIVAL SISMÒGRAF. Itinerari de dansa Parc Nou. 
Olot, 27/04/2014
VÍDEO: https://vimeo.com/100087131
             password: olot

https://vimeo.com/91418774 
https://vimeo.com/100087131 


BIG BOUNCE SITE SPECIFIC PRODUCCIONS

LA PEDRERA. DANSA ARA. 
Barcelona, 6/11/2014.
VÍDEO: https://vimeo.com/115811483
password: sitepedrera

mNACTEC Terrassa. Jornades europees del patrimoni  
Terrassa, 11/10/2015 i 21/05/2016

ESPAI DE CREACIÓ LA CALDERA. ACCIÓ MUTANT
Barcelona, 19/11/2016

ANTIC TEATRE. ESPAI DE CREACIÓ. 
Barcelona. 26, 27 i 28/05/2017

https://vimeo.com/115811483


TRAJECTORY OF THE BIG BOUNCERS COLLECTIVE

Big Bouncers es a collective formed by Cecilia Colacrai, Anna 
Rubirola and Mireia de Querol. The three of them are chore-
ographers resident in Barcelona. They all have an important 
trajectory as choreographers, making their own work or in 
collaboration with other artists, as well as with the pedagogy of 
dance.  

They start to work together in May 2012, sharing interests and 
developing a common practice, with the goal of researching 
and deepening their knowledge in the field of movement and 
performance, and also of generating their own working meth-
odology. From the beginning of their work as a collective, they 
have developed three different lines of action: the creation of 
pieces for stage, the creation of performances for non con-
ventional spaces “site specific”, and the pedagogy.  

At the moment they manage the activities of the Associació La 
Visiva. (Barcelona). The Collective has received the Price Premi 
Sebastià Gasch, Aplaudiment a la creació emergent, FAD 
2015, for the piece BIG BOUNCE.

Until now they have created the pieces: Big Bounce (2013), 
Big Bounce Site Specific (2013), Doppelgänger (2014), I see a 
spider on the wall (2014) and OVNI (2017).



ANNA RUBIROLA

Choreographer, dancer and teacher, resident in 
Barcelona. Since 2005  she combines the work 
as a performer with making her own creations, 
individually and collectively. She is part of Big 

Bouncers collective, G.R.U.A and l Group LaBolsa,  
with whom until now has created the piece “The 
mesure of disorder”, directed by Thomas Hauert 

(Festival Grec 2015). She has collaborated in 
several creations with the artists Pere Faura, Joao 
Lima, Maria Montseny, Mira Calix (Londres), Vrak’ 
Trio (França), Julyen Hamilton and John Jasperse.
She has worked as a performer with several com-
panies: Àlex Rigola, Erre que Erre, Sol Picó, Array 

(London), F.& C. Ben Aïm (Paris). 
She has directed the phisical training for actors in 
theatre productions directed by Pau Carrió and 

Àlex Rigola, and choreographe 
”Enric V” and “Hamlet” by Pau Carrió. She teach-

es workshops of contemporary dance, improv-
isation and composition since 2000 in different 

International centers.
www.annarubirola.wordpress.com

MIREIA DE QUEROL

Dancer, independent choreographer and con-
temporary dance teacher, resident in Barcelona. 

She graduated in BA Modern Theatre Dance at the 
Theatreschool (AHK), Holland, 2003-2007. She also 
graduated in Humanities at Universitat Autònoma 
de Barcelona (2001-2008). As a coreographer she 
works with collective Big Bouncers and is part of 

Group La Bolsa. Her solo “I tots els altres” (2011), won 
the 3er Price at Baltic Movement Contest in Gsansk, 
Poland (June 2011). As a dancer, she works regularly 
with the choreographer Albert Quesada, and with 
Cia.Mudances, directed by Àngels Margarit. She 

has also collaborated with several choreographers 
like Kenzo Kusuda, Arantxa Sagardoy, Angela Lam-

prianidou and Sebastián G.Ferro.
Since 2012 she is codirector of the contemporary 

dance festival Mostra IN SITU. As a teacher she has 
taught creative dance, contemporary dance and 
improvisation in several schools since 2007, like Tra-
gantdansa, Eòlia and CSD del Institut del Teatre de 

Barcelona, among others.
www.mireiadequerol.cat

CECILIA COLACRAI

Dancer, maker and teacher of contemporary 
dance resident in Barcelona since 2002. At the 

moment she works as an independent artist 
with Anna Rubirola and Mireia de Querol in 

the Big Bouncers Collective, with whom man-
ages the creation space La Visiva. 

She also works with Joao Lima and Anna 
Rubirola in the piece “Morder la Lengua”. 

wich won Klauss Vianne Award. Thanks to this 
award they traveled around Brasil five capitals 
during 2016.  She is part of the Group LaBolsa 
and Thomas Hauert in the piece “The mesure 
of disorder” premiered at Festival Grec in July 
201. She also collaborates with the choreog-
rapher Emmanuel Grivet in different projects 

related to improvisation.
www.ceciliacolacrai.com

http://www.annarubirola.wordpress.com
http://www.mireiadequerol.cat
http://www.ceciliacolacrai.com 


CONTACT
bigbouncers111@gmail.com

0034 610688501// 0034 696613914
producer: anbohigas@gmail.com  636804620

distribution: laiagestiocultural@gmail.com 
676415581

MORE INFO
www.bigbouncers.info

Photos dossier: Tristán Pérez-Martín, Alessia Bombaci

http://www.bigbouncers.wordpress.com 

